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Del Mar Highlands Town Center Ink and Fabric Selection



Del Mar Highlands Town Center Entrance

An assortment of fiberglass ornaments ranging from 18” to 40” in size.  Colors to consist 
of deep rich metallic tones and deep red.   Simple sea related shapes will accompany the 

ornament display to show relationship to seashore.
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Del Mar Highlands Town Center Entrance Display Items

Pole Tapestry
1 color gel print on
Sunbrella Burgundy

24” Wreath
186 3” - 6” ball ornaments

Giant Ornaments
Various sizes in

Antique Gold, Deep Burgundy and Copper colors



Del Mar Highlands Town Center Fountain Tree

A geometric tree created with 18” fiberglass ornaments using the same palette that is 
used throughout the property.  The tree spans the existing fountain. The fountain base is 
wrapped in exterior fabric that is imaged with the same gel print as the lamp posts and 

pottery wraps.



Del Mar Highlands Town Center Clock Tower Wreath

A 96” (est) ornament wreath can be added to each 
clock tower face or alternating face.  This wreath is 
constructed with the same fiberglass ornaments in the 
same spectrum of colors.



Holiday Tree Treatment

A series of exterior sunbrella 
grade fabric ribbons are draped 
on the tree and fastened with 
the ornamentation in the theme 
being used throughout the prop-
erty. The tree can be lighted with 
this treatment being added over 
the top of the lights.  Fabric cross 
sections are fastened with round 
balls, sea shell and starfish or-
namentation.  In addition, fabric 
fence drapes using the swirl gel 
print will adorn existing fencing 
around the tree base. 



DelMar Lamp Posts

Two fabric sashes adorn the lamp post with a gel swirl print.(9”x54”)  A fiberglass orna-
mental wreath (24”)  and consisting of the same tones is displayed on the post in the fore-

ground of the fabric sashes.



Additional Wreathes and Ribbon Drops

Wreathes of ornaments ranging from 48” to 60” can be added to strategic locations on the 
property and a swirled ribbon drop attached to the building face will give the illusion of a 

wreath hung from the building tops.



Pottery “Beach Bucket” Wraps & Existing Construction Signage

Using the same swirl concept, existing planters in the plaza 
are wrapped with exterior imaged sunbrella fabric with a few 
smaller sized ornaments added to the containers to create 
visual of a bucket of ornaments.  These occasional displays 
would link the décor concept to multiple locations with and 
easy to install application of fabric wraps and ornaments.

Using the existing “under construction” wooden sign frames, 
A holiday greeting can be added to each sign face thanking 
visitors for their patronage.  The colors used will resemble 
the proposed theme both in color and image.  A bow with the 
swirl pattern can adorn the top of each sign face.  The frames 
can also be painted to match the color palette.


